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Schools

New
season
4

Dani Carvajal visiting the school in Guadalajara, accompanied
by the mayor Antonio Román and La Caixa area manager of
Castilla-La Mancha and Extremadura, Juan Ignacio Zafra.

The Real Madrid Foundation’s social sports
schools have started their activities for 201516, and during the opening part of the season
the students at the schools in Majadahonda,
Guadalajara and Toledo had surprise visits from
Kiko Casilla, Dani Carvajal and Rubén Yáñez. And
in México, Hugo Sánchez participated in the awards
presentation for the Úne-T Golf and Dominoes
Tournament ‘For better Mexicans’, in support of
the social sports school in Chihuahua.
5
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The new season at the Real Madrid
Foundation’s social sports schools is up and
running, with surprise visits from the Real
Madrid players to the delight of the students, who
didn’t just get to see their heroes up close, but also
got to share experiences with them and learn from
them. Kiko Casilla, Dani Carvajal and Rubén Yañez
have been some of those to take part.
First-team keeper Casilla visited the Real Madrid
Foundation school in Majadahonda (Madrid), where
nearly 50 children enjoyed a special football training
session with him, focused on technical skills. This
social sports school, now in its fourth season, is run
in collaboration with Fisico gym. The school provides
an education in values through sport to more than
250 students from five to 15 years old.
The school in Majadahonda has nine coaches
who train with groups of 20 boys and girls in
90-minute sessions. These professionals, trained
in the specific methodologies of the Real Madrid
Foundation, For a REAL education: Values and Sport
(basketball) and They play, we teach (football) are
also in charge of the teams during the Foundation’s
inter-school social sports tournament, held at Real
Madrid City.
In Guadalajara Carvajal visited the social sports
school based at the Jerónimo de la Morena football
ground. The Real Madrid player was accompanied
by the mayor of Guadalajara, Antonio Román; “la
Caixa” area manager for Castilla-La Mancha and
Extremadura, Juan Ignacio Zafra; CaixaBank’s director of Business Banking in Guadalajara, Gonzalo
Domingo; and director of CaixaBank’s Business
Centre in Guadalajara, Javier Escamilla.
The mayor of Guadalajara thanked the
Foundation for its commitment to the city, from the
first contact, in running this initiative that started six
years ago now: “The language of sport is universal,
and what’s more important, breaks down barriers
and differences that could exist between people.
Playing sport helps relationships, helps children meet
each other and also helps with their integration.”
Julio González Ronco, managing director of
the Real Madrid Foundation, also had words of
thanks, aimed at the people who make the school
in Guadalajara possible: “I want to thank the town
council and La Caixa for their support to ensure our
students can grow as people. I’d also like to thank
6

the families who make it possible with their daily
efforts and Carvajal, for dedicating his time to those
who consider him to be their finest role-model.” For
his part, Ignacio Zafra said, “for over 100 years,
one of the distinguishing features that best defines
CaixaBank is its commitment to people, through its
Foundation. As part of that commitment we wanted

Dani Carvajal during his visit to the social
sports school in Guadalajara.

to sponsor, for the second time, this social sports
school in Guadalajara.”
The students of the Real Madrid Foundation
social sports school in Toledo also got to enjoy a
special training session at the Salto del Caballo
football ground in the company of an unexpected
visitor, Madrid goalkeeper Yáñez. The school is

run in collaboration with “la Caixa” Foundation, the
city council and the Castilla-La Mancha Football
Federation Foundation. Yáñez took advantage of his
visit not only to say, with the gaze of the children on
him, that it “was a pleasure to be here”, but also to
underline the role of the Foundation, “which carries
out extremely important social work and activities we
7
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should be thankful for”. The player was accompanied
by the mayor of Toledo, Milagros Tolón; the president of the Castilla-La Mancha Football Federation
Foundation, Antonio Escribano; director of Business
Banking for “la Caixa”, José Pérez Racero and Rafael
García Cortes, former player and director of the Real
Madrid Foundation’s Football social sports schools.
“For the Real Madrid Foundation it’s a joy to be
here for another year at the social sports school in
Toledo, now in its fifth year, with the support of such
important institutions, which lets more than 300 boys
and girls aged between five and 16 years old enjoy
being able to play football, sharing and learning
values each week, with no differences based on
8

their physical, social and economic circumstances”,
said García Cortés. “Boys and girls”, said the mayor
of Toledo, “who are full of excitement, and have to
make the most of this opportunity, that you don’t find
in every city. The City Council is giving its support so
that the school can continue working with youngsters
who want to play football.”
International support
Beyond Spain’s borders another emblematic representative of everything Real Madrid stands for, Hugo
Sánchez, took part in an event to support the social
sports schools of the Real Madrid Foundation in
Chihuahua (México). The Mexican player, a regular

On the previous page, Kiko Casilla training with students at the Majadahonda school
(Madrid). On this page, Rubén Yáñez in the school in Toledo; and Hugo Sánchez, with
our students in Mexico.

in Real Madrid’s first team between 1985 and 1992,
was at the award ceremony for the Úne-T Golf and
Dominoes Tournament ‘For better Mexicans’ organised by the Fundación Grupo Bafar. The proceeds
from the tournament will go to developing social
sports schools for children living at risk of social
exclusion, in conflictive environments or suffering
from poverty in the Mexican state of Chihuahua.
The Real Madrid Foundation, together with
the Fundación Grupo Bafar, runs 30 social sports
schools in nine districts, helping more than 3,600
boys and girls. The Foundation’s local partner selects
children and youths in the state who are at risk of
being victims of violence, of joining gangs, at risk of

addiction and above all, of having bad dietary habits
that can lead to poor nutrition or obesity.
The aim of these schools is to instil the values
inherent to playing sports and the promotion of participating in sport as an educational tool to contribute
to the overall development of the children, improving
their health and promoting healthy habits. Moreover
they are an ideal way of offering the beneficiaries an
opportunity to make the best use of their free time
and escape from violent situations. In a bid to complement their education and training, the students
receive periodic medical check-ups, regular exhaustive nutritional assistance and the opportunity to take
part in fun, educational activities.
9
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Inclusive
and
adapted
schools
just keep
on growing
More places. More locations. New
inclusive schools. More partners. A new
season of bringing sport to people with
different abilities.

After the success of the first pilot
experiment of football for youngsters with
autism spectrum disorder (ASD) last
season, the Real Madrid Foundation starts
2015/16 with an increase in the number of places
available and locations on offer as part of this
pioneering project run in collaboration with the
Rey Juan Carlos University; since November
there are now two inclusive football schools for
youngsters with ASD, meaning there are a total of
five inclusive social sports schools: four football
and one basketball.
The first academic results show clear benefits
for the social skills of some of the youngsters with
10

Students of the adapted basketball social sports
school in Majadahonda (Madrid) during an exhibition
at the Palacio de los Deportes-Barclaycard Centre.
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Training, beyond
school
We present The game begins at
home, aimed at including families
in the social sports projects of
the Real Madrid Foundation. The
30-page manual helps parents better
understand the training methods
their children will follow, identifies
the values of the Foundation’s
social sports model and offers
basic guidelines to help promote
educational values both at home
and at training and tournaments.
Because for the Real Madrid
Foundation sport is an important
part of a child’s all-round education,
an activity that benefits the physical,
mental and social well-being of
participants, and also promotes the
educational values of sport that are
so important to children of these
ages. And in the entire process the
role and participation of the family is
fundamental.

ASD, thus improving their ability to integrate by
being able to play with other boys and girls, with
a consequent improvement in their quality of life.
The Real Madrid Foundation is a member of the
Alliance for Inclusive Sport and, thanks to the
support of the Fundación Mahou-San Miguel and
with the collaboration of Down Madrid, Autismo
Madrid and FEAPS, we ensure that football and
basketball aren’t an exclusionary barrier, but an
opportunity to improve lives.
In this vein of focusing on diversity, with
the aim of bringing sport to differently-abled
individuals, the inclusive, adapted and wheelchair
schools look to improve the quality of life of their
students using team sport as a fun, educational
tool. Two new adapted basketball schools for
individuals with intellectual disability have
joined the programme, meaning we now have
seven adapted projects, with more than 100
beneficiaries of this sport that’s for everyone.
12

// The Foundation
has five inclusive
social sports schools:
four football and one
basketball \\

Report

The Real Madrid
Foundation expands its
international presence
14

Students of the football social sports
school in La Carlota, Philippines.

The Real Madrid Foundation
operates a range of social sports
schools in the Philippines and
Australia, centres that work to use
sport for the integration of the most
disadvantaged. Its latest initiative: the
first football clinic in Panama.

15
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The values of Real Madrid continue to travel
the world, including destinations in the
Pacific Ocean and Central America. This is
all thanks to the Real Madrid Foundation, which
runs several social sports schools in the Philippines
and Australia and has also moved to organise
football clinics in both countries, as well as Panama.
The Real Madrid Foundation’s presence in
the Philippines began in November 2011 with a
social sports school in Santa Cruz, Davao del Sur,
established in collaboration with the local NGO
Anakk. Then, with the support of Fundación Mapfre,
16

the Foundation’s activities were extended to
three further locations in the region – Digos,
Hagonoy and Padada – seeing 600 Philippine
youngsters benefit.
Courtesy of the success of these initiatives in
a country where the affection felt for Real Madrid
is palpable, last year the Real Madrid Foundation
signed an agreement with the Roxas Foundation to
launch two new schools in Nasugbu and La Carlota,
catering for a total of 160 children. Fundación
Santiago and Mapfre Insular are collaborating
partners in both, while significant financial

Launch of the Real Madrid Foundation
clinic in Manila, Philippines.

support has come from Coca-Cola Femsa this
season. These social sports schools work to help
youngsters with low levels of economic resources
back into school or into employment. Sport is an
essential tool for providing a values education
and a healthy way to spend one’s free time.
The aim of the Real Madrid Foundation is to
contribute to the personal development, academic
education and good health of its beneficiaries and
their family circle.
The Real Madrid Foundation has also
stepped up its sporting presence in the Southeast

Asian archipelago by holding football clinics in
collaboration with PinoySports. The first of these
events took place between 5 and 18 October at the
excellent facilities of the McKinley Hill Stadium in
Metro Manila. The second ran from 19 October to 1
November at the Dr. Juan Angara sports complex in
the city of Baler (located in the province of Aurora).
The training sessions conducted as part of
these clinics are taken by Real Madrid Foundation
coaches with extensive experience of working in the
Whites’ youth academy. In addition to their purely
sporting content, the objective of these activities
17
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Maiden football clinic in Melbourne, Australia (above),
and (below) a training course at the social sports
school in Wellington, Australia.

is to obtain funding to carry out the social projects
operated in the region. Australia is another of the
countries on the Pacific Ocean that has benefited
from the work carried out by Real Madrid.
Building links in Australia
Last summer, the Real Madrid Foundation
inaugurated the first social sports school down
under and, during the first team’s pre-season
there, its students were present at the Melbourne
Cricket Ground to enjoy the Whites’ win over
Manchester City in the International Champions
Cup. The school is situated in the town of
Wellington, 326 kilometres from Sydney, in the
state of New South Wales. The project is operated
in collaboration with the state-run Wellington High
School, a facility aimed at children at risk of social
exclusion. The social sports school’s goal is for
sport to be a tool for the integration and recognition
of the Aboriginal population.
Meanwhile, the Real Madrid Foundation also
expanded its presence in the country by arranging a
series of clinics. The first, organised in collaboration
with Soccer Central, brought together 300 boys
18

and girls in Sydney, while a second was launched
at Victoria University in Melbourne, and saw the
participation of coaches from the Institute of Sport,
Exercise and Active Living and of Hans Westerbeek,
who is the dean of the University’s College of Sport
and Exercise Science. Currently, the Foundation is
scheduled to hold another clinic in Australia in early
2016, further underlining that Madrid’s values are
shared on the other side of the world.

// Part of the revenue from this first football clinic
will go to financing the Foundation’s three social
sports schools in Panama \\

Emilio Butragueño and Lorena Castillo, the first lady of Panama, with students of the social sports schools in the country.

Launch of the first football clinic in Panama
The Real Madrid Foundation
is holding its first football clinic
in Panama, taking place from
14 to 18 December, with the
participation of more than 150
children aged between five
and 17. Emilio Butragueño,
Real Madrid’s director of
institutional relations, was on
hand to officially present the
clinic, together with Llanos
Muñoz, director of B4 Team,
and Mario Pérez, secretary

general of Pandeportes.
During his visit to the country,
Butragueño was also received
by Lorena Castillo de Varela,
the first lady of the Republic
of Panama, at the Presidential
Palace. “I’m grateful to you
for sharing this time with us;
I know that the lessons our
children will learn will have an
impact on every single one of
them, and will help them to
be better citizens,” she said.

The objective of the clinic is
to export the values of Real
Madrid by teaching them the
methodology used at the club’s
youth academy.
Part of the revenue will go to
finance the three social sports
schools operated by the Real
Madrid Foundation in Panama,
located in Panama City and
the towns of Chitré and Tolé,
and which are attended by
more than 500 children.
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Red Cross volunteers
with a SEUR member of
staff

Three points in the bag for solidarity
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The proceeds of the Corazón Classic Match
went towards supplying children at risk of
social exclusion with school materials.

of social exclusion: a financial contribution that is to
provide 20,000 rucksacks, 15,000 pairs of trainers
and 5,000 items of school supplies for the
beneficiaries of this campaign.

As well as being a huge success on the pitch,
the Corazón Classic Match charity fixture,
played on 14 June at the Santiago Bernabéu,
also saw solidarity come away as a winner. All of the
proceeds from the encounter between Liverpool
Legends and Real Madrid Legends went to the
Spanish Red Cross’s Promoting School Success
programme, which provides support to children at risk

A network playing its part
On top of the proceeds obtained from gate receipts,
a significant donation was also made by El Corte
Inglés, in addition to the many anonymous fans who
did their bit by sending a charity text message, with
support also coming from laSexta and the Fundación
SEUR, which provided its logistics services for the
delivery of the materials, ensuring they arrived at

Emilio Butragueño at the handover of school materials to the
families with Javi Senent, Carlos Payá, Diego Copado, Mario
López and Fernando Rodríguez Sousa (top), and (below)
delivering supplies to a mother.

their destination in perfect condition. The symbolic
handover of the school supplies to the Spanish Red
Cross was conducted by leading figures from the
organisers of the Corazón Classic Match: Javier
Senent, president of the Spanish Red Cross; Emilio
Butragueño, director of institutional relations at Real
Madrid; Mario López, managing director of laSexta;
Diego Copado, head of external relations and
communications at El Corte Inglés; and Fernando
Rodríguez-Sousa, vice president of institutional
relations at SEUR.
This is the second time that El Corte Inglés
has teamed up with the Spanish Red Cross and
the Real Madrid Foundation as part of the children’s
aid project, having also participated in the distribution
of more than half a million snacks to 5,000 kids
across Spain in 2013.
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VI Tournament for Integration a
The Real Madrid Foundation and Endesa
this year once again organised the
Tournament for Integration, a football
competition that brings together children aged 12
and 13 from Chile, Colombia, Brazil and Spain.
The goal of the tournament, held for the sixth
consecutive year, focuses on promoting sport as
a catalyst for integration between cultures and,
at the same time, fostering social values. The
22

championship, which took place at Real
Madrid City, saw the participation of the
Real Madrid youth academy’s Under-13s,
along with the winners of the Copa Codensa in
Colombia, the Copa Ampla in Brazil and the
Copa Chilectra in Chile.
As part of the event’s integration effort, the
young footballers from Latin America took
the Bernabéu Tour and attended the match

Real Madrid’s Under-13s pose alongside the social sports school
students from Chile, Peru and Brazil.

resounding success
between Real Madrid and Levante, where
they had the chance to see their idols up close.
Although these types of initiatives are not about
the result, the tournament finally went to the
Real Madrid side.
The Real Madrid Foundation has undertaken
social initiatives in several Latin American
countries for over 10 years, chiefly following the
model of mixed social sports schools in which

sport is used as a tool to promote coexistence,
integration and social inclusion among young
people from economically vulnerable areas.
The Enel Group, which Endesa is part of,
carries out projects aimed at improving the quality
of life for urban populations and areas most in
need, paying particular attention to programmes
focusing on the integration and development of
children and young people.
23
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The Padel Circuit’s Final
Masters Tournament, held
on the Santiago Bernabéu
esplanade.

Successful turnout in the National Amateur Charity
Padel Circuit
The Real Madrid Foundation’s Charity Padel
Circuit attracted an excellent turnout, with the
proceeds raised going to the Foundation’s
programme of football and basketball social sports
schools for differently-abled persons, where children
are given the opportunity to play their favourite
sport. The Circuit was held in Málaga, Alicante,
Cáceres, A Coruña, Vitoria, Madrid, Guadalajara
and Gijón, the last stop before the Final Masters

Tournament, which took place on the Santiago
Bernabéu esplanade on Madrid’s Paseo de la
Castellana.
Among those at the charity tournament were
well-known personalities such as Luis Alfonso de
Borbón, Manor Marussia F1 Team driver Roberto
Merhi, TVE presenters Jesús Álvarez and Sergio
Sauca, and Arturo Baldasano, president of Real
Madrid basketball sponsors Teka.

Agreements and collaborations
Renewal of the Real Madrid
Foundation’s partnership with
Ecopilas. 19/11/2015. Emilio
Butragueño and José Peréz,
president of Ecopilas, signed
a collaboration agreement for
Segovia’s social sports school for
football and integration to run for a
sixth season.

●

SARquavitae and the Real
Madrid Foundation renew their
deal. 19/11/2015. The Real Madrid
Foundation and SARquavitae
have extended their collaboration
agreement for the operation of a
programme encouraging physical
activity among senior citizens.

●

renewed their agreement for
the operation of a football
social sports school in the town.
The school was opened in the
2005/06 season and caters for
100 students.
Social sports schools
in Leganés. 15/10/2015. The
agreement for football and
basketball social sports schools in
the town has been renewed. The
football school, which is run at
the Julián Montero sports centre,
was inaugurated in 2009/10
in collaboration with “la Caixa”
Foundation.

●

Social sports school in
San Fernando de Henares
(Madrid). 08/10/2015. Renewal
of the agreement between the
Real Madrid Foundation, San

●

Social sports school in
Alcobendas. 16/10/2015.
The Real Madrid Foundation
and Alcobendas Council have

●
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Fernando Council and the CLH
Group. The school benefits 100
boys and girls aged between six
and 14.
Agreement between the Real
Madrid Foundation and Grupo
Sanyes. 23/09/2015. The Real
Madrid Foundation and Grupo
Sanyes have extended their
collaboration agreement for the
promotion of sport among senior
citizens.

●

Agreement between the Real
Madrid Foundation and Segovia
Council. 18/09/2015. The Real
Madrid Foundation has put pen
to paper on a deal with Segovia
Council to launch a social sports
school during the 2015/16 season.
The signing took place at the
Santiago Bernabéu.

●

News

Spalding and the Real Madrid
Foundation join forces to bolster sport’s
commitment to social responsibility
The American manufacturer supports the Real Madrid Foundation’s
work for those most in need by supplying sports equipment for its
social sports schools.
The Real Madrid Foundation has signed a
collaboration agreement with Spalding, a
sports goods company with more than a
century of experience, for the brand to supply the
Foundation’s social sports schools with top-quality
basketballs. Thanks to the support of Spalding and a
range of other companies, the Real Madrid
Foundation operates 19 mixed basketball social
26

sports schools, including five adapted schools for
individuals with serious physical disabilities, two
wheelchair basketball schools for differently-abled
children and one inclusive school for minors with
special educational needs.
Courtesy of this initiative, more than 500 boys
and girls – of whom 30% belong to groups at risk
of social exclusion or of immigrant origin – now

Students of the Real Madrid Foundation’s adapted
basketball camp (previous page) and (below) participants in
the basketball camp.

play with Spalding basketballs at the Foundation’s
schools. Furthermore, Spalding also supplies
equipment for the Real Madrid Foundation’s
programme of basketball for children at the major
hospitals in the Community of Madrid, with the aim
of supporting and motivating youngsters who are
going through tough experiences.
Children’s shelters and correctional facilities
also benefit from the equipment supplied by
Spalding to the Real Madrid Foundation. At these
centres, a particular need exists to foster the
self-esteem and autonomy of the individuals
worked with, and these are qualities that sport
helps to develop, while also being a pursuit with
the potential to strengthen values such as team
spirit, hard work, respect and solidarity. The Real
Madrid Foundation’s beneficiaries receive two
sessions a week of socio-sporting activity, in
which the values of team sport are the driving
force behind improving their daily lives.

Spalding is a globally prestigious brand
trusted by sportsmen and women, coaches and
organisations the world over. As part of its mission
as a company, Spalding places a keen emphasis on
the fact that basketball is not only about elite players
and the headlines covering their exploits, but is also
an everyday activity that offers ordinary amateurs the
opportunity to compete, embrace their determination
to succeed and enjoy being part of a team.
As a leading company in its sector, Spalding
sets great store by its commitment to social
responsibility and helping to provide solutions. It
boasts significant partners across the planet in this
regard and is proud to support initiatives such as
the NBA Cares project and the Euroleague’s One
Team programme, the latter in collaboration with the
Real Madrid Foundation’s basketball social sports
schools, with the unshakeable goal of encouraging
sustainable sport and involving clubs, players and
directors in this drive.
27
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Coaching
values
In this edition, the Real Madrid
Foundation’s training team travels to Cape
Verde, Botswana, Equatorial Guinea, Chile,
Haiti and Peru to give its football courses
for coaches. We also include the launch of
the new training methodology Coaching
football: Teaching Values, which will replace
They play, we teach in the Foundation’s
football programme.

The Real Madrid Foundation offers the
courses They play, we teach and For a REAL
education: Values and Sport, focusing on
football and basketball respectively, to impart its
methodology for providing an education in values.
They supply the coaches at the Foundation’s social
sports schools with the teaching tools they need to
foster the all-round development of their students.
We look back over the latest courses conducted in
Cape Verde, Botswana, Equatorial Guinea, Chile,
Haiti and Peru.
In Cape Verde, two football training courses
were run. The first took place at the facilities of the
Cape Verdean Football Association in Praia, and was
aimed at the coaches of the social sports school run
with EPIF Foundation, which caters for more than
250 students from families of limited socioeconomic
resources from the disadvantaged districts of
Tira Chapéu, Casa Lata, Safendi and Colom. The
second was held at the vocational school run by the
NGO Misiones Salesianas in Mindelo – a location
with the highest unemployment and school dropout rates in the country – where 128 youngsters
28

The coaches at the school in Gaborone
(Botswana) received their first football
training course.
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aged between six and 17 participate in football
and basketball sessions. The social sports school
is a prime example of the Real Madrid Foundation
methodology. The Salesians are dedicated to the
education and training of 1,500 young individuals,
from primary school level to professional preparation.
In addition to playing sport, the students attend
classes supplementing their studies at school,
receive medical check-ups, take part in workshops
on children’s rights, and this season funding has also
been provided for 18 meal grants.
In Botswana, the Real Madrid Foundation’s
football training team travelled to the capital
Gaborone to give the course They play, we teach
30

to 20 coaches at the social sports schools to be
opened in 2016, whose activities – which will
benefit 520 boys and girls – will take place at the
primary schools in the areas of Therisanyo and
Kgomodiatshaba, both significantly deprived. The
project’s goal is to reduce school absenteeism and
promote the all-round development of the youngsters
involved by inculcating in them the positive values
of sport. In partnership with Botswana’s Ministry
of Youth, Sport and Culture and National Sports
Commission, the course was held at the facilities of
the country’s Football Association.
The social sports school in the Equatorial
Guinean city of Bata, which was inaugurated in the

Coaches at the inaugural Training Course for
Foundation Football Coaches in Spain.

Inaugural Training Course
for Foundation Football
Coaches in Spain
More than 160 sports coaches from the
Real Madrid Foundation’s projects across
Spain came together at Real Madrid City
and the classrooms of the Faculty of
Sciences for Physical Activity and Sport
(INEF) at the Technical University of
Madrid, to be the first to work with the new
training methodology Coaching football:
Teaching Values, as part of the inaugural
Training Course for Foundation Football
Coaches in Spain. Among its innovations
was that, for the first time, the coaches
directly responsible for implementing the
football projects at correctional facilities,
shelters and social sports schools teamed
up to take part in joint training.

2012/13 season, was another of the destinations
visited by the Real Madrid coaches in Africa. The
football training course was given at the María
Auxiliadora youth development centre operated
by Misiones Salesianas, and was attended by 13
coaches, who were joined by its director, Francisco
Moro, and the head of the Spanish international
school in Bata, Justo Germán, who will act as
coordinator alongside two coaches at the facility.
The school in Bata benefits almost 100 students
from dysfunctional family situations and single-parent
households, in addition to orphans, who do not have
the opportunity to receive a quality education. They
are given two one-hour training sessions per week

New football programme
Developed and run by the Real Madrid
Foundation’s Training and National
Football departments, the course consisted of more than 15 hours of training in
workshops, theoretical-practical sessions,
presentations and group dynamics on
the Foundation’s new football methodology Coaching football: Teaching Values,
which replaces They play, we teach in
the Foundation’s football activities. Both
the new guidelines and the course given
were developed by the Foundation’s
Values Group.
The course was opened by Julio
González Ronco, managing director of
the Real Madrid Foundation, and brought
to a close by Rafael García Cortés,
director of the Real Madrid Foundation’s
football social sports schools. Among the
interventions, of particular note were the
workshops run by Gema Ortega, head
of the Values Group, training coordinator
Jorge Franco, the University of Huelva’s
Manuel Abad and Francisco Javier
Giménez, and the sessions taken by
Javier Durán, Ana Concepción Jiménez
and Pedro Jiménez of the INEF.
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Football training course given in Anse-à-Pitre, Haiti.

and play an internal tournament at weekends. They
are also provided with supplementary classes, a
school materials pack and a snack after training, and
participate in talks aimed at educating values.
Training courses in the Americas
The Real Madrid Foundation trainers responsible for
its football courses travelled to Chile, Haiti and Peru.
In the Chilean capital of Santiago, training was given
to 15 coaches at the social sports school managed
together with the country’s Fundación Amigos del
Real Madrid, which caters for 200 boys and girls.
The course took place at the sports faculty
at Universidad SEK, located in Independencia
and Estación Central, while the training sessions
were held at the school’s two sites in the above
communes. The practical section enabled the
coaches to implement what they had learned in the
theoretical classes on using the game to educate
and transmit values. Since the 2014/15 season, the
school in Santiago has received support and funding
from Globalvia, through the highway concessionaire
Autopista del Aconcagua.
From Chile, our trainers flew to Lima to give
the football course to the 22 teacher-coaches
belonging to the Real Madrid Foundation’s three
social sports schools in Peru: one in the Lima district
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of Huachipa – in collaboration with Cesal – and the
remaining two operated in the area of Agustino (with
the organisation Compañía de Jesús) and, in the
region of Ayacucho, Pampa Cangallo. They cater
for socially vulnerable children: 124 in Huachipa,
351 in Agustino, where the practical training was
carried out, and 114 in Pampa Cangallo. Thanks to
the methodology of the Real Madrid Foundation,
the coaches at these schools boast the expertise
they need to ensure that the students can learn the
positive values of sport through football, allied with
the know-how to create a leisure space that provides
a platform for its beneficiaries to make the best
possible use of their free time.
Real Madrid’s coaching team also travelled to
Haiti to give the football training course to the coaches
that will run the social sports school that is to open
its doors this season in Anse-à-Pitre, thanks to the
collaboration agreement signed by the Foundation
with the NGO Ayitimoun Yo.
The course was given at council-owned sports
facilities that will be loaned for use by the social sports
school during term time. The Haiti project will get
underway working with a total of 100 children suffering
social exclusion in an environment in which they are
exposed to dangers such as disease and illness, drug
and alcohol consumption, and child exploitation.

Luis de Carlos Forum

Health, nutrition and
sport in the spotlight
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Leandro Plaza, of the Spanish Heart Foundation; Ramón Berra, of Sanyres; Joaquín
Más, Real Madrid nutritionist; Enrique Sánchez, Juan Antonio Corbalán, José Ángel
Díaz of the Spanish Diabetes Society, Manuel Martínez del Peral, of COFM, and
Beatriz Martínez, of the Universidad Europea, during the Luis de Carlos Forum.

Doctor and former basketball player
Juan Antonio Corbalán and Real Madrid
physiologist Joaquín Más participated in
an edition of the Luis de Carlos Forum
focused on the most important factors to
ensure a healthy lifestyle.

Last November, the Grand Presidential hall
at the Hotel Villa Magna in Madrid hosted the
latest edition of the Luis de Carlos Forum,
titled on this occasion Health, nutrition and sport.
The event was chaired by Enrique Sánchez,
executive vice-president of the Real Madrid
Foundation, with Beatriz Martínez, head of the
department of physiotherapy and sport at the
Universidad Europea in Madrid, as moderator.
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Luis de Carlos Forum

Those present at the Luis de
Carlos Forum were able to view
basketball’s Intercontinental Cup
in a commemorative display, in
addition to enjoying a sample of
healthy products.

At the event, specialists from a number of
different areas analysed the key elements required
to enjoy a healthy lifestyle, both from the point of
view of a professional sportsperson and that of an
amateur.
One of the interventions that provoked most
interest was that of Joaquín Más, doctor and
physiologist at Real Madrid. In his talk he discussed
the completely individualised nutritional care the
footballers in the first team squad receive. “From the
point of view of a sports medic the aim is to achieve
maximum performance from the sportsperson
by looking after their health" said Más. "Each of
our players follow a diet controlled at Real Madrid
City", he explained. His point was reinforced by the
president of the Spanish Heart Foundation, Leandro
Plaza, who said "nutrition and sport have as big an
influence as medicines."
Preventative exercise
From his experience as an elite
sportsperson and also as a doctor,
former Real Madrid basketball player
Juan Antonio Corbalán championed
physical exercise as an indispensable
factor in the prevention of disease: "A
regular life lived to the full is the most
important thing, and there's no cheaper
medicine than exercise." Words
endorsed by a sporting career crowned
with 12 league titles, three European
Cups and a silver medal in the 1984
Los Angeles Olympic Games. The
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thoughts of the legendary player
were followed by the intervention
of José Ángel Díaz, specialist in
endocrinology and nutrition and
spokesperson for the Spanish
Diabetes Society: "The only thing
proven is that exercise and good
diet prevent the appearance of
disease", said Díaz.
However the need to live a healthy life isn't of
exclusive concern to elite sportspeople. The vicepresident of the Official College of Pharmacists of
Madrid, Manuel Martínez del Peral, said "amateur
sports enthusiasts are in the majority and we can
give them nutritional advice. We're studying being
able to help parents of students at the Real Madrid
Foundation so they can have healthy lifestyles."
Finally Ramón Berra, general manager of Grupo
Sanyres, said that the benefits of exercise for
older people "improve their self-esteem and avoid
accidents such as falls".
The event closed with a round of healthy
refreshments, including drinks such as coffee, tea
and exclusive infusions from Capsoul Madrid, fresh
fruit and nutritious pastries from Have a Nice Fruit,
as well as collagen-based health supplements from
Tequial.

Campus

A life-enhancing
experience on
and off the pitch
Real Madrid players Daniel Carvajal, Lucas Vázquez
and Rubén Yáñez shared time with 150 children at the
Campus Experience.
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Dani Carvajal greets the students at the
Campus Experience held in Madrid.

In any learning
experience an essential
part of taking on board
the lessons is having role
models to relate them to. Aware
of the importance of this, the
organisers of the most recent
edition of the Real Madrid
Foundation Campus Experience
prepared a thrilling surprise
for 150 children. Real Madrid
players such as Daniel Carvajal,
Lucas Vázquez and Rubén
Yáñez shared conversation
and smiles with the youngsters
looking to improve their football
skills. Another of the participants
was Borja Mayoral, just 18
and a striker with Castilla and
the Spanish Under-21 side –
a promising talent who’s on
track to emulate his footballing
heroes.
International students
The Real Madrid Foundation
Campus Experience, which ran
from 14 June to 5 September,
had 3,000 participants from 80
different countries. More than
250 professionals make this
sporting project possible, which
is offered in three different types:
football, technical football skills
and goalkeeping technical skills.
Each of them has a specially
designed programme that
works on both the tactical and
technical sides of the game.
As well as sports training,
the campus aims to promote life
values such as leadership, selfdiscipline, teamwork, sacrifice
and respect. To achieve that, the
students take part in activities
with the other participants, with
the children having fun as they
play and learn.
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Clinics

A model for sports
and values training

At the Real Madrid Foundation’s sports clinics,
children from countries such as Japan, Switzerland,
the USA, Puerto Rico and Australia learn the
methods and training principles of Real Madrid.
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Students of the Real Madrid Foundation
clinic held in Zurich, Switzerland.

Bringing together training in values and
playing sport. The welcome combination of
the two is the great attraction of the Real
Madrid Foundation clinics, a project that’s hugely
popular among children around the world. This
initiative is aimed at teams and clubs outside
Spain who want to associate with the philosophy,
values, discipline and training methods of Real

Madrid. The clinics on average last three days
and have coaches from the club’s youth teams
and the Real Madrid Foundation. All the funds
raised go to help financing the Foundation’s
social projects.
To allow more children to be able to enjoy this
unique experience, Real Madrid have exported
this successful programme to other countries.
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Clinics

Basketball clinic held in Hong Kong.

As of now the Real Madrid Foundation coaches
have travelled to places as varied as Denmark,
Estonia, Sweden, Netherlands, Belgium, Austria
and, among others, Australia.
Activities without borders
Among the most popular international
programmes, the football clinic organised at the
prestigious Le Rosey College in Geneva stands
out. Also noteworthy is the programme of clinics
held over the past four years in a number of
Japanese cities, which receive, in each edition,
over 400 children. And in the USA, where the
interest in football has increased considerably in
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recent times, Real Madrid has been sharing its
work methodology in New York, Florida, Missouri
and Puerto Rico.
Another milestone of particular relevance for
the club was the organisation, for the first time,
of a basketball clinic outside Spain. The location
chosen was Hong Kong, where the Foundation
offers, in partnership with Hong Kong company
Dreams Foundation, a basketball clinic, as well
as a football one, for children between seven
and 17. The 800 participants were proof of the
success of an initiative whose limits are yet to be
seen. A fine sign that Real Madrid, just like the
values it represents, is in good health.

Real Madrid Heritage

REAL MADRID 1981-1990

The reign
of La Quinta
del Buitre
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Castilla starting line-up during 1983-84.

During the 80s the appearance of excellent
players in the club’s youth system was
behind Real Madrid’s overwhelming
domination of the domestic game, while
the Whites also achieved two UEFA cups,
and what’s more important, left their mark
in Europe with brilliant, attacking football.

At the start of the 80s a group of young
footballers born in the mid 60s came to the
fore in Real Madrid's youth teams: in the
1982-83 season Castilla won the Segunda División
for the first time in its history. The core of this team,
coached by Amancio Amaro, was made up of
Emilio Butragueño, Manolo Sanchís, José Miguel
González Michel, Rafael Martín Vázquez and
Miguel Pardeza.
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Real Madrid Heritage

Above, Hugo Sánchez, one of Real Madrid’s leading
scorers. The two UEFA Cups. Celebration among
members of the Quinta del Buitre.

It was sports journalist Julio César Iglesias
who, in an article published on 14 November 1983,
baptised this peerless generation as La Quinta del
Buitre, the Vulture’s Cohort, a group of footballers
who went down in history and who led Real
Madrid to be distinguished by prestigious
magazine France Football as the Best European
Team of the 80s. It was in 1984 when Alfredo
Di Stéfano began to call up, sporadically, the
members of La Quinta del Buitre to help the
first team. They joined veterans led by Juanito,
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Santillana, Valdano, Camacho, Stielike All of them
were definitively in the side in 1985-86 after the
signing of Hugo Sánchez, the Mexican striker who
in seven seasons with Real Madrid scored 251
goals and was named Pichichi (top scorer) four
times: 1985-86 (22 goals), 1986-87 (34 goals),
1987-88 (29 goals) and 1989-90 (38 goals).
Together they were an unbeatable team, which
won five consecutive Ligas. During this period
they lifted the club’s first UEFA Cup, beating
Hungarian side Videoton in the final in 1984-85.

The Santiago
Bernabéu
stadium was
renovated before
the 1982 World
Cup, held in
Spain

The next season, after a comeback in a tough
tie against Borussia Mönchengladbach, Madrid
retained the trophy, beating German side FC Köln
in the final. And in 1989 Di Stéfano received the
Super Ballon d’Or, the only player in history to
have got it.
Period of modernisation
During this golden decade, the Santiago Bernabéu
underwent a major renovation. Taking advantage
of Spain hosting the 1982 World Cup, with the

final held in the stadium on Madrid's Paseo de
la Castellana, the club’s directors decided to
carry out an ambitious project to modernise
the ground before the prestigious event. The
capacity was reduced to 98,776, with 67,000
standing. The floodlights were also improved
and new scoreboards introduced. But without
doubt the biggest change was the construction
of a roof, a metallic cover, which protected three
quarters of the stands. Another moment worthy
of its place in the annals of Spanish football
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Patrimonio histórico

The Real Madrid team celebrating with the 1986 UEFA Cup (above). Below, the 1985-86 squad.

history is the conquest of the 1986-87 Liga, the
longest campaign ever. The reason being that in
addition to the usual home and away format, the
competition finished with a play-off between the
top six in the table. Real Madrid beat Barcelona
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to the title. The players who shone that season
included: Paco Buyo, Míchel, Hugo Sánchez,
Sanchís, Chendo, Gordillo, Butragueño, Gallego...
a talented squad that marked a golden age in
Madrid’s history.

Zoco, goodbye to one
of football’s gentlemen
Football is in mourning. The death of
Ignacio Zoco Esparza (Garde, Navarre,
1939-Madrid, 2015) is sad news for every
fan of the sport.

Zoco developed as a footballer at Club
Deportivo Oberena, a modest Pamplona
side, linked to Osasuna. When he was just
20 he joined the Osasuna first-team squad, where
he stood out as an imposing defensive midfielder.
In 1961, despite the team being in the second
division, he was called up by Spain coach Pedro
Escartín to take part in the qualifying game for the
1962 World Cup against Wales at Ninian Park in
Cardiff. The burgeoning career of the midfielder
from Navarre was followed with interest by the big
Spanish clubs and Barcelona obtained a purchase
option for him. However in 1961 Real Madrid
bought the rights to the player, leaving him on loan
for one season at Osasuna.
In the 1962-63 season Zoco finally joined up
with Real Madrid and became a leading player in
the ‘Yeyé’ side (a reference to the Beatles’ ‘Yeah,
yeah, yeah’ lyric from the song She Loves You),
which also contained other Madrid legends such
as Paco Gento, Amancio Amaro and José Martínez
Pirri. Zoco wore the white shirt for 12 seasons,
playing in 434 official matches and scoring 17
goals. His impressive CV lists seven Liga titles, one
European Cup and two Spanish Cups. With Spain
he won the European Championships in 1964,
where he played a key role in the final against
Russia at the Estadio Santiago Bernabéu, won by
a Marcelino goal after 84 minutes.
Despite retiring in 1974 Zoco remained tied to
Real Madrid, where he was first team matchday
delegate between 1994 and 1998. At the time of
his death he was president of the Former Real

Madrid Footballers Association. His passing, on 28
September, at the age of 76, is a sad loss for the
entire Madrid family.
Tribute to Atienza
On 29 August the Santiago Bernabéu also held
a minute's silence and the players wore black
armbands for the match against Betis, in memory
of Ángel Atienza, who had passed away six days
before. Atienza arrived at Real Madrid in 1954
and was at the club till 1960. The defender played
99 games and won four European Cups, being
in the starting XI for the first and third trophies.
He also won three Ligas and two Copa Latinas
with Real Madrid.
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Volunteers

Play your part
Volunteering with the Real Madrid Foundation
is a chance to stand shoulder to shoulder with
those who are in need of your help – an
opportunity to get involved in an effort underpinned
by a commitment to solidarity.
As a volunteer, you’ll be able to participate in
a wide range of projects organised by the Real
Madrid Foundation: from providing assistance to
people with disabilities at football and basketball
matches or offering support to immigrant children
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at social sports schools, to taking part in the
Foundation’s social welfare activities.
So if you’d like to do your bit for the cause, what
are you waiting for? Go ahead and get in touch with
the Real Madrid Volunteer Office. There is nothing
more rewarding than helping others. At the Real
Madrid Foundation, we believe that by all working
together we can build a better world. Help us to
achieve that! Email us at:
voluntariosfundacionrealmadrid@corp.realmadrid.com

